KEY TO MAPS

The following maps are 7.5' USGS maps for Livonia, Queen City, Connelsville, & Greentop quadrangles, respectively. They are used so as to place the site in relation to both its topography and to its surrounding built environment. A key to these maps was developed which could be continuous throughout the whole county. Types are explained in the opening statement regarding Schuyler County.

Key

1, 2, 3 ......................... Site surveyed
A ................................ Type A style
B ................................ Bungalow or bungalow style (1915-30's)
Bx ................................ Box style (1915-30's)
C .................................. Cottage style (1895-1915)
F .................................. 1940's - 1950's style
G .................................. Gable peak style
H .................................. Hip style
N .................................. New (1960's, 70's mobile homes)
NS ................................ Not surveyed
V .................................. Vernacular
X .................................. Property has been razed
Z .................................. Type Z style

(A small "a" for extremely altered or a small "d" for extremely deteriorated may be placed after a type letter if appropriate; ie. Ba, Hd meaning a bungalow style which has been extremely reworked or a hip style which has been abandoned for some time and is in extremely deteriorated condition.)

Truss bridges are marked as:
III ............................... Pratt type
W ................................. Warren type